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For pros who love sushi !





Upgrading green waste from agriculture and food industry, our recipe is made
up of 100% natural products and innovative mechanical processes.

Voila Kommpo!

We produce environmentally sustainable packaging, food packaging,
medical containers, disposable tableware that is 100% compostable in
household compost.

By accessing the green agricultural waste available in Belgium and from our
European neighbors, we ensure the creation of local value by upgrading
green waste into useful objects for a large number of professionals in the
medical sector, catering, packaging, events, adventure sports, communities
and many more.

Our mission is to clean the planet one meal at a time! Put an end to the
excessive use of petroleum-based plastic and cellulose-based paper and to
recover a whole line of sadly unused green waste. Our products: innovative,
original, sustainable and a truly ecological, are the alternative to the
conventional materials present on the market.

Why import ''eco-friendly '' objects by boat from the other side of the world,
let's produce them in-house!

Producing in Belgium for the European market provides freedom to ourself and
our partners, without depending of the stock prices of oil and cellulose, of
third-party suppliers and of international transport (boats, planes).

WHY ? LET'S CLEAN THE PLANET

TOGETHER ONE MEAL AT

A TIME!



THAT'S NATURAL

We do not use materials that could be use for the

food industry. Only 100% natural such as natural

dyes, recycled water and non-recyclable green

waste. 

Zero Chemicals

That's all!

Sustainable products yes, but not only! We can also

produce innovative products adapted to the reality

of each individual's profession based on your sector

of activity.

Kommpo solutions are an excellent alternative to other
disposable tableware made of paper, cardboard,
plastic or other polluting plant sources whose
productions are an ecological tragedy. Our
production does not require any chemical input and
requires very little water input. From a tonne of green
waste, we can create 10,000 plates, bowls or trays
... But the most important thing is that our products are
compostable in 30 days in any type of environment.

ECOLOGY

paper plastic

30 days

200 days

century

We want to be eco-friendly, but not only! 

Modern, solid products, meeting your needs and

market needs with original and modular designs.

All together, we can make a difference! S

top plastic, stop virgin cellulose, stop transporting ''

eco-friendly '' products to the four corners of the

planet!

Let's produce local, sustainable, and be the change

you want to see!



Our chopsticks, bowls by Kommpo
Professional disposable tableware that respects the environment

 
100% natural &compostable in 30 days

- 
Hot & cold resistant

-
A trendy look & an ecological approach that hits the mark with your customers

 
















